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This analysis aimed first to construct and test an empirical time
series model of authoritarianism in society. Using rival
theoretical assumptions of authoritarianism a number of models
were built from available time-series. and the models were
subsequently tested by time series analysis. The main models
were developed from the assumptions of the psycho-dynamic
approach of Adorno et aI. (1950), the cognitive-learning
approach of Altemeyer (1988) and the economic approach of
authoritarianism (Sales 1972, 1973).

Second, the analysis aimed to test some basic reactions to
authoritarianism in society. The main assumption tested was that
large scale social phenomena like authoritarianism will have an
impact on individual authoritarianism, that in turn will also be
related to more specific individual behaviors. This was examined
by cross-correlations with time lags analysis and by path analysis.

Authoritarianism scale responses of 136 American student
samples were used for the construction of a time series of
authoritarianism (1954-1977) in the United States (Meloen 1983).
The face validity seemed high: high levels in the 1950s. declining
in the 1960s until the early 19705 and a rise thereafter.
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The time series analysis revealed in general two rna' 0

explanatory facrors for authoritarianism in society. the ~es~
exp.lanat~ry models consisted of one economic factor and one
socio-poliucal factor, In most models the economic factor w
rather .weak,. but significant, and consisted mainly of t~~
fluctuations In unemployment, The socio-political factor
~lowever, was ~elati~ely. strong, .and included the common facto;
In .t~e fluctua~lons In time senes representing military strength
religious b~havior, social punitiven.ess and related series selected
on the baSIS of Adorno et a1. (1950) assumptions.

Comparative analysis of tile operationalized models showed that
both .the. ~urely economic and the cognitive models of
authoritarianism performed no beuer than spurious models
constructed from weather statistics. The Adorno et a1. models
however, performed better than these spurious models, ,.

•A". causal chain of reactions was suggested by cross-correlational ""
analysis of time lags between tile social authoritarianism series
indicating large scale social phenomena, followed by individuai
authorirarianism and finally followed by individual behavior
Finally, path analysis supported the relationship between
authoritarianism and some specific social behaviors.

Therefore, the main models of authoruarianism in society
consisted of one dominant social faaor which can be
interpreted as a reaction to external social threat by the Cold'·;~:~:_~:'
War in the 19505 and the Vietnam War in the late 1960s. This',~>
would support the social threat model of authoritarianism.
However, the economic factor was less influential, but in almost "'"-r-

al models still significant, and will, therefore, also contribute to ,:'::
authoritarianism. TIle results seem to suggest support for both.-~:"-~'.~,::};::;·
the Adorno et a1. and Sales' approaches of authoritarianism in :',':"«~E"~J;:
society. ',,;..

The Problem

Ever since the Nazis ascended to power in 1933 in GermanY"i;,:'~!~
many social scientists have been theorizing on the social and »,'\.:.,}
economic factors that were favorable for such a take-over..,..)·:·~···~:"-\··~;·~;
Especially economic factors, like the high unemployment rate of}·.~<-;'~'r.;~
those .days, have been identified as such. Some empirical support;,',f,r;i,;h:
for this type of reasoning can be found in the contributions of::;;:F>~~rt~.'.'>~
Sales (1972, 1973) and Jorgensen (1975). However, purelY;'~"·;·::·:·:~,r>~/"
economic factors seem to be inadequate for a causal·_":.0:;'>;·,::F~~~1

explanation: at the same time and in comparable circumstances.:.\f;?";.:/;:'::,~;·
~-_.;.;.t·;:,-"~·: ';4, - ..'\~~~

...~~~j ~.<:~\~
.,':·:..·ri· ...·• :';

Pluctuations of ..Authoritarianism in Society

(a high unemployment rate) the Americans voted in 1932 for a
president with a rather liberal program, instead of turning
toward fascist dictatorship, like the Germans. Therefore, more
factors seem to be necessary for explaining the tum toward right
wing authoritarianism.

More implicit in Sales' mainly economic approach is, however,
also that societal threat - through economic disruption - maybe a
key factor in a rise of authoritarianism in society, as Winter
(1996) argued. A longitudinal analysis of the 1978-1987 period in
the USA suggested SOOle support (Dory, Peterson and Winter
1991), but Duckitt (1992) found no relation between threat and
authoritarianism among a random sample of whites in 1983
South Africa, that were considered to be under high societal
threat. However, at that time the white population may have
considered the anti-Apartheid threat to be rather unrealistic, as
Apartheid then appeared to reign forever.

Nevertheless, the debate on tile causal factors of a rise of societal
authoritarianism that can lead to democratic disintegration
seems to be in need of empirical research. Indeed, more theories
than empirical investigations can be found on the influence of
social phenomena on authoritarianism in general too.
Intergenerational persistence of authoritarianism was for
instance experimentally shown by Montgomery, Hinkle, and
Enzie (1976). But apart from such rare investigations, the main
stream theories have been those using sociological or
psycho-analytic concepts (Fromm, [1941] 1%5; Adorno et al.,
1950; Jay 1973), and those using concepts of learning theories ancl
of cognitive psychology (e.g, Goldstein and Blackman 1978;
Altemeyer 1988). These last two theories have not yet been
applied to investigate related effeas at a societal level.

Therefore, this analysis aimed first of all to construct and test an
empirical time series model of authoritarianisrn in society. Using
three main rival theoretical assumptions of authoritarianism. a
number of models were built from available time-series, and the
models were subsequently tested by time-series analysis. The
main models were developed from the assumptions of the
psycho-dynamic approach of Adorno et a1. (1950), the cognitive
learning approach of Alterneyer (1988) and the economic
approach of authoritarianism (Sales 1972, 1973).

Second, the analysis aimed to test sorne basic reactions to
authoritarianism in society. The main assumption tested was that
large scale social phenomena like authoritarianism will have an
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::::t ::t:::V7d:::e:::~~rita~ia~i~mthat in tum will also ~~~H::;l~C~
followed by more specific individual behaviors. This Ii.
examined 0/ cross-correlations with time lags analysis andw~yS •. l·.
path analysis, --

. i

Hypotheses. derived from th~ three main theories guided the I;
res~arch presented here. In this extended exploratory study t'
senes ~naly~is was ~se~ ~ o~der to find an explahatio~ I~~
fluctl!auons 10 authontanams~1 10 society. This analysis was only
possible after, th~ ~onstructlon of a unique time series of
student-autho~tananlsm.This series was the starting point of th
present analysis. e

Analysis

TIle .con~plete an~lysis consisted of several pans. In this
contribution we WIll only repon the first pan: the construct' .
of I·' ad I Iona p~e lnll,nary m _e, explaining societal authoritarianism
fluctuations In the 19::>4-1977 period. Elsewhere (Meloen 1983)
tl1e. n~odel was extended to the 1920-1977 period, and included ~ -~
vahdlt~ t~st. of the model. A more general concept of an
authorirariamsm cycle then was suggested on the basis of th
results (Meloen 1986). e

I? the pr~sent analY~is some general methods and strategies of
time ~~es, analysis were used. A time series of the
aurhornanantsm of American students in the period 1954
throu~h 1977 was the focus of this analysis. This series
const~tute? ,the dependent variable, or the 'variable to be
explained' In a time series model. In such a model the
d~penden{ vari~ble is explained by various independent or
eXI?lanatory vanables. The first step was to construct this time
series ?f authoritarianism. The second step was to construcr
th~oret1cal models that included independent variables. The
third step was to find operationalizations and indicators for the
theoretical mod~ls in available time series. Finally, the models
were tested by time series analysis, and their performance was
compared.
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The Dependent Variable:
An Authoritarianism Time Series

In an extensive review of hundreds of studies on Adorno et a1.
authoritarianism (Meloen, 1983, 1991, 1993), it was concluded
that their concept seems to have been much underestimated. and
that the F scale, despite much criticism, has remained reliable
and effective (Meloen, Hagendoorn, Raaiimakers and Visser 1988;
Meloen, Vander Linden and De Witte 1996; also, Stone, Lederer,
and Christie 1993).

TIle Meloen 1983 review provided also an opportunity to
construct a time series of student authoritarianism. In all, 136
American student samples were collected, that had been
investigated by the original authoritarianisrn scale of Adorno et
a1. in the period of the 19505 through the 1970s. Their Olean
authoritarianism scores were standardized. From these means a
time series was constructed of student authoritarianism over the
period 1954-1977 (See Figure 1).

TIle face validity of this series seemed to be relatively high: the
mostly low-authoritarian students showecl a relatively high level
in the 1950s, and a steady decrease in the l%Os, with very 10""
levels of authoritarianism in the early 19705, and a slight rise at
the end of this series. It seems likely that such a turn toward
higher levels indeed took place during the 1970s and 19805, as
Alterneyer (1988) reponed with his right wing authoritarianism
(RW.A) scale over this last period. His authoritarianism scale
correlated highly with. tile original Adorno scale. However, our
analysis will be limited to tile presented series of the 1954-1977
period for several reasons. One is that the original scale was
consistently used with little variation in the first decades after
Adorno et al. (1950). After this period the frequency of the use of
this scale declined (at least in the LTS) to the extent that
constructing a time series was no longer possible. Alterneyers
RWA scale results of Canadian students showed a rather linear
rise from the mid 1970s on. Unfortunately, he indicates that this
seems not to be due to the authoritarian half of his scale, which
would be best comparable to the original F scale. The present
series therefore will remain unique.

The Independent Variables:
The Social and Economic Time Series

Indicators for the concepts in this investigation were
operationalized by collecting relevant statistical series or from
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opinion polls that were periodically used (in similar wo di
The ~hus selected series were equally treated and proce~s;~gs).
few incomplete series were completed by a procedure of I' .;A
S b tituti S b I Inearu s I uuon. u sequent y, all series were smoothed a
standardized to make them comparable. A number of series wnd .
supposed .to represent a common theoretical factor. Th~s
common factor was then extracted by Principaj Com IS .

Analysis. In general, the collected social series show~onent
common factor. By contrast, this was not the case C °thne

. . h' h 1~ eeconomic senes, W IC seemed much less related.

From these extracted common faaors various time series m d I .
were built, that included series according to the reOI e

d
s

tl . I . . . ateieoreuca proposinons, Mainly one or two factor model
b '1 . ' s were

U1 t. . They mcl~ded as 'dependent' variable, the
aut?Ontanafilsm senes, and as 'independent' or 'explanato"
vanables th?se selected f~r theoretical reasons. The th~
~onstructed independent vanables were truly independent th
IS. they showed only low intercorrelations. MulticollinearitY at
avoided this way. was

!11e .models then we~e tested using Time Series Analysis. This
implied Box and Jenkins ARIMA-models (Box and Jenkins 1976.
Glass, Got~ma?n and. ~illson 1975; McCle~ry and Hay 1980) tha;'
produce white noise . models. For diagnosis the program
CORREL, and for compuung the coefficients and parameters the
pr<:>gram TSX w~s expl<:>ited (Glass, Gournann and Willson 1975).;:'
This program did not mclude a time lag procedure. Therefore .
an additional time lag analysis was conducted using the
DlTRBIN2-program (Durbin-Watson method).

To compare the adequacy of the models the Akaike's~;.)r;*:
Information Criterion (AIC) was computed. This criterion .is,;~f;};;-';~.
sO~lewhat. related to the R-square (R2), but uses the unexplained~'~2f!;:~
vanance instead". N~veJtheless, the interpretation is that highed~h~~~::,f~
values of AIC coincide with a better performance (fit) of- theti~.:;~,f.:;

models. ../:~~~~[~
To check the explanatory value of models, spurious modelsd(~~lil~~~
weather statistics were construaed. In order to show validity, the',~~~~f~
~~Iggested theoretical models. should have better explanatory};Mi~'~~~
values than those of the spunous ones: their Ale's should be:~;"!;Wit'")i[;
higher than those of the models built from weather statistics.,+J;~~~:~~

'.'~'~~1~t~~;l~~~
During the analyzes a number of controls have been added io':'~~~~~¥1i~k
check the final results. For instance, complete versus incomplete,EJ~A~
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series were used to find out if this made any substantial
difference. In general, such analyzes indicated little or no
systematic influence.

More than twenty time series of social phenomena were
gathered this way or constructed from American statistics ~r

yearly repeated American opinion polls. The ?ve~ a~l hypothesis
was here that higher levels of authoritarianism would
correspond with higher levels of the soci~l ~n~ econo~lic

indicators. For both the social and economic indicators urne
series were collected.

The Social Series

The social series were collected as operationalizations of the
Adorno et al. (1950) subsyndromes: converuionalism.

_ authoritarian submissiveness, authoritarian aggression or
punitiveness, anti-intraception, s.uperstt.tton, and st~reotyp)~,

power and toughness. preoccupauon. With sexual goings on.
projectivity and cynicism, and destructiveness.

conventionalism

Four indicators refer mainly to non-conventionalism. Non
conventionalism was hypothesized to be inversely related to
conventionalism. It appeared that the last three series were
highly intercorrelared. This suggested that higher. levels .of
conventionalism in society were supposed to be associated WIth
lower levels of identifying with non-conventional religions.
lower levels of violation rates of military discipline and lower
levels of the desertion rate.

Series 1. Religious Non-Conoenttonalism (REL -CONl'): The
series included the number of persons identifying with
religions other than the major ones: Protestant, Catholic or
Jewish. This series was constructed from Gallup Poll
publications (Religion in America 1971, 197 6, 1981).
Series 2. Vioiation Rate (v70L-RT) This series was constructed
of the series of those violating military discipline as compared
to the total numbers of the U.S. military personnel. Both series
were taken from the LT .5. Historical Statistics and the annual
LT.S. Historical Abstracts.
Series 1. Violation Rate (v70L-POP): The previous series of
those violating military discipline was also compared to the
total LT.S. population. These series were also constructed from
LT .5. Historical Statistics and IT.S. Historical Abstracts.
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compared to the total LT .S. pop~la~ion (per capita, therefore;
ll.S. Historical Statistics, ll.S. Statistical Abstracts).
Series 12. Number ofprison Inmates (FED-PRlS): For r~asons .of
comparison: the number of prison i~ates exclUSively In
Federal Institutions was taken, once again as compared to the
total u.S. population (per capita; IT.S. Historical Statistics. ll.S.

Statistical Abstracts). . .
Series 13. The percentage of W'omen vtcums in HO"'lll~l~eS
(HOMIC-WM): This series was constructed from the homicide
statistics: the percentage women victims ,of. the total nu~be~ of
homicides (total = male and female vicnms; U.S. Hlstoncal

Statistics, IT .S. Statistical Abstracts).

Series 14. Non-Response to Ps~vchological Questions (NO-OP):
This series was constructed from the n0t.t-response ~gu~es ~o
psychological questions in Gallup polls (Gallup publicallons).

nuctuauons of£4uthoritarianisnl in Society

superstition and Stereotypy

Three series refer mainly to educational sophistication (or its
reverse: the lack of education) and the stereotypical ~l~ of some
groups in society. These were hypothesized to be mdicators of
social vulnerability to superstition and stereotypy. A lower ~e\'el
of superstition and stereotypy was supposed to. be assoc!ated
with more males in favor of a woman for preSident. a h~gher
percentage of students graduating from high school and a higher
average educational level for women.

Series 15. A W'oman J01· President (lfl'M-!'RES). This~. series ~as
constructed from a number of polls (Ferree 197ii; Schreiber
1978; Erskine 1971). Only the answers of the mal~ respondents
were included. Men favoring a women for president seemed

related to anti-stereotyped views. .
S ries 16 Percentage High School Graduates (H-GRAD). The
p~rcenta~e of I8-year-old adolescent.s. .who finished .high
school over time was considered an Indicator of educational

Anti-Intraception

One series was constructed indicating oppositi,?~ toward. te~der
feelings. and introspection. This was called 'anu-tntracepu?~ . by
Adorno et al. (1950). following Murray's defl~l1u?n.
Authoritarians were supposed to find psychological qu~stlonlng
of themselves ego-threatening. It was therefore hvporhesized that
they would not or less answer.. psychological que:uons of
opinion polls. Higher levels of anu-lOtraCepuon were expected to
be associated with nigher levels of non-response.

-
Series 4. Deseruon Rate (DES-RT). The rate of desertion from
military service was another indicator of non-conventionalism.
The series was constructed from U.S. Statistical Abstracts.

Social Thought & Research

Subnlissiveness

Series 9. 1110se in Fauor of Prohibition (PROHIB): This series
included those in favor of the prohibition of alcohol in
periodical opinion polls (Gallup publications).
Series 10. Executed Capital Puntshments (C4P-PLTN): The
annual number of executed capital punishments was
considered to be one of the most significant indicators (IT.S.
Historical Statistics).
Series 11. Number of Prison Inmates (PRIS-POP): This series
was constructed from the number of prison irunates, as

Series 5. Church Attendance (CH-.AIT). This series indicated
religious participation: the mean percentage of participation
over each y~ar. The series was constructed from Gallup
publications (Religion in America 1971, 1976, 1981).
Series 6. Population Grototh (POP-GR). This series was
considered an indication of the result of family planning.
Therefore the growth due to inunigration had to be subtracted
from this series (IT.S. Historical Statis tics, u.S. Statistical
Abstracts).
Series 7. Preference for Large Famtiies (Z-£4kl): This was a
series expressing the percentage in the population with a
preference for large families (four or more children).
Series 8. Preference for Small Families (S-R4il'I). The reverse of
submissiveness was considered a preference for small families
(two or less children). Both series were constructed from
periodically published opinion polls (Gallup publications).

Four series refer to religious submissiveness and family planning.
Authoritarian subnussiveness was supposed to be related to
higher levels of church attendance, to population growth, and to
a pre!erence for large families and not to one for small families.
The following ones were available.

Five series indicated social purunveness or aggression toward
groups with an underprivileged social position. Higher levels of
authoritarian aggression in society were hypothesized to be
related to a greater number of the population in favor of
prohibirion. to a greater number of executed capital
punishments, to relatively more prison inmates, and to a higher
percentage of women as targets in homicides.
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sophistication <U.S. Historical Statistics; U.S. Statistical
Abstracts).
Series 1 7. .A,l'erage Educational Leuel of n~"olllen (ED- \fil-l): This
series indicated the average educational level of women and
was constructed from social statistics (IT.S. Historical Statistics.
U.S. Statistical Abstracts). Only the series for women was used
~s .advancenlent of this socially underprivileged group may'
indicate growing educational sophistication and less
susceptibility to superstition over time.

Po\\'er and Toughness

Three series referring to military strength were supposed to be
indicators of power and toughness in society. Only the nunlbers
were taken of the forces that ",'ere not actively used in conflicts
as (hey represent the possible 'peace time' defensiveness. The
size of the armed forces seenled to be related to the perception
of external threat (Cold War mainly),

Higher levels of power and toughness were hypothesized to be .
related to higher levels of military expenditures, as well as
~re~ter nunlber~ of military personnel. The three military
indicators were Indeed highly intercorrelated and suggested that
a common variation over time seems likely.

Series 18. [~.S. Federal Defense Expenditures (DEF-FED): This
series was constructed as a percentage of the total LT.S. Federal
Budget. The extra expenditures of the Korea and Vietnam
conflicts were not included (corrected for inflation; U.S.
Historical Statistics; U.S. Statistical Abstracts).
Series 19. [r.s. Federal Defense Expenditures (DEF-GNP). As an
alternative the same series was constructed as a percentage of
the Gross National Product (also corrected for inflation; U.S.
Historical Statistics; IT .5. Statistical Abstracts).
Series 20. Afilital), Personnel (AlII-POP) The number of military
personnel, that were not involved in conflicts, as compared to
the total IT .S. population served as an additional indicator (U.S.
Historical Statistics; IT .5. Statistical Abstracts).

Preoccupation with Sex

This was not a common public issue, especially in older
polls. Therefore, only one series could be constructed
promiscuuy. It was considered to be the reverse
preoccupation with supposedly immoral 'sexual goings
Higher levels of preoccupation with 'sexual goings on'
hypothesized £0 be related to lower levels of the promiscuity
or \'0.
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Series 21. Promtscutty Rate (PROkl-RT): The frequency of the
reported venereal disease gonorrhea was constructed from
socio-medical statistics (U.S. Historical Statistics; IT .S. Statistical
abstracts). Note, that in the period covered here (1954-197 7 )

the AIDS-virus was not yet known, nor, at hind sight. believed
to be active.

Projectivity, Cynicism and Destructiveness

Because of a lack of available and relevant series not all the
sub-syndromes of the psycho-dynamic concept of
authoritarianism could be operationalized. 'Proiectiviry '.
however, was supposed to be part of most of the already
mentioned sub-syndromes. To some extent, the military strength
series can also represent 'cynicism and destructiveness'.

The Economic Series

Seven different series were constructed, referring to various
aspects of the economic situation. The main hypothesis was that
higher levels of authoritarianism were associated with economic
stagnation and, the refore , with higher levels of unemployment, a
higher failure rate, less growth of the GNP, worsening of the
business conditions and the personal financial situation, and in
general a more problematic economy.

Series 1. The Unemployment Rate ([I~'VPL-RT): This series was
available from social statistics (U.S. Historical .Statistics; IT.S.
Statistical Abstracts).
Series 2. ttie Perceived Unemployment Rate (P-D~'VPL): This
series was constructed from periodical opinion polls (Gallup
1972; Gallup Opinion Index 1970-1980), and was closely
related to the statistical unemployment rate.
Series 3. The Failure Rate (FAIL-RT) This series was taken from
existing statistical series (IT.S. Historical Statistics; LT.S. Statistical
Abstracts).
Series 4. The Grounh of the Gross National Product (Prod-Glc).
This indicator was available from general statistical series (LT .5.
Historical Statistics; IT .5. Statistical Abstracts). .
Series 5. The Expected Business Conditions (EXP-BC): This
series was constructed from periodic opinion polls (Social
Indicators 1980).
Series 6. VIe Expected Personal Financial Situation (Ex-P-PFS):
A series constructed from the same source (Social Indicators
1980).
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Models
4 5

AUT
3

Ad-I

Nr Series
1 2

Economic Series
1. P-tJNPL -.28
2. UNPL-RT -.02
.3- FAIL-RT +.70
4. PROD-GR +.09
5. EXP-BC -.72
6. &W-PFS -.43
7. GALL-EC -51

Table 1. Series included in the Tested Models

Fluctuations ofAuthoritarianism in Society

Colunm 3: Pearson correlation of ALTT with the social and
economic series (if the general hypothesis is supported
this correlation is positive: +).

Column 6: 1 = (non)conventionalism, 2 = submissiveness. 3 =
authoritarian aggression, 4 = power and toughness, 5 =

anti-intraception, 6= stereotypy. 7 = sexual
preoccupation.

Column 4-11: x = series is included in the model.
Column 4-11: Ad-l = Model Adorno-I: Ad-2 = Model Adomo-2; .~d-3

= Model Adorno-3; Ad-4: Model Adorno-4; Cogn
Cognitive Model; Econ = Economic Model, Caus =
Causal Model; Beh = Behavior Model

Social Series
1. REL-CONV +.93
2. VIOL-RT +.84
3. VIOL-POP +.85
4. DES-RT +.84
5. CH-ATI +.95
6. POP-GR +.92
7. L-F4~1 +.81
8. S-FAM +.82
9. PROHIB +.79

10. CAP-PUN +.86
11. PRIS-POP +.86
12. FED-PRIS +.86
13. HOMIC-Wlvl +.93
14. NO-oP +.87
15.WM-PRES +.72
16. H-GRAD +.80
17. ED-WM +.83
18.DEF-FED +.92
19.DEF-GNP +.%
20. MIL-POP +.88
21. PROM-RT +.79

The social series showed rather strong Intercorrelarions.
indicating a general tendency to rise and fall collectively in the
sanle time period of 1954-1977. This, however. appeared not to
be the case for the economic variables. They neither showed a

The Models

~el~es 7. Gallup's Ecollonzic Indicator (GALL-EC): As a general
Indicator of the economy, this series was constructed from the
economic answers to the frequently used Gallup question of
'what is the most important problem today?'. TIns series served
also as a global indicator of the economic situation (Gallu
1972; Gallup Opinion Index 1970-1980). p

Social Thought & Research

Ir appeared .that the sele?e~ ~ocial variables were strongly
associared ~lth the au.thontanaUlsm series. This confirmed in
general .chelr hypothesized relationships with authoritarianism
(Table 1).

Ir must. be e~phasize~ th~t. in time series analysis only high
correlations will result m similar - parallel - fluctuations in time
Moderate ~o~elations will not be satisfactory in this respect:
Mo.re sophls.t!cated than correlational analysis, however, is time
senes analysis,
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general tendency (nor one common factor), nor wer I .:=:
an}: sysrematic way associated with aUlhorilarianism as l~ lley .In
vana?~es were. As tndicaror of the perceived ec~~~C~~I,
condition, the unemploymenr series proved to b h mlC

~ f~ I . e t e mOStuse u one In the subsequent analysis.

Lt\ number of models were built and tested (Table 1. C '
~ .' d . . reIers to th
selI~s. use I~l the tested nl?dels; Figure 2. shows some of ~"
most influennal model series). the

The general equation for tile psycho-dynamn- models was:

.4LTT= LEI/EL + EC-.4UT + SOC-...4UT + ERROR

This meant that the stuclent-authoJitarianisnl series (·ALIT)'-.,,'. :',:',',"_',."
b I · d b was to ," ",' ".'

e exp arne y an economic factor (EC-AlTT) and . .
J . . . f . . a socIal

aut tontananrsm actor (SOC-.A.lTT). The level is the constant .
the error has to be 'white noise' or random error. ' and

The Ps}'cho-Dynanlic Models

More than one model was constructed here, because there
several ways to reduce the number of the included series. were

~~.~ ~he .Ado/710-1 ~lfode~: Computed frOID seven single social
series. one from each of the Adorno eub-syndromes. The first
PC ~"~s. e~racted (..~D-AlTT-7), and used as the social
authoritartanism factor. The unemployment series (lTNPL-RT)
was used as the economic authoritarianism factor. This wav
l~e. soc~al an~ lhe. economic series served as independe~;
~'anable~ to explain the (student) authoritarianism series
(AUT):

,AL:T = LEl"EL + l-7VPL-RT+ ,AD-~4['T-7 + ERROR

(2) The Adorno-z Model: From the 21 social series the first PC
\va~ computed. and this series (SOC-AlTT-21) was used as the
socla~ authoritarianiSJ~l factor: The other variables were equal
to the ones of the first model. The difference with the first
(no del was mainly procedural:
.ADT = LEVEL + L7VPL-RT+ SOG-\AVT-21 + ERROR
(.3) TIle .4dOJ710-3 Model: The first PC of each of the seven
sub-syndromes was extracted, and then again, the first PC of
these seven new series was taken. The final series
<'SOC-.~LTT-21-7)was used as the social authoritarianism factor.
The other variables were again the same as those of the first
nl0d~1. From a theoretical point of view this may be.
consIdered the best model:
.4[':T = LEVEL + [·TjVPL-RT + SOC-~4['T-21-7 + ERROR
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(4) The Adorno-i Model: PC-analysis of the 7 economic and
the 21 social series was executed, and the first two
components were used. The result closely resembled the social
and economic factors in the other Adorno models. From a
methodological point of view this might be considered the
best model:
~4[!T = LE~·m + EC-AUF-PC-2 + SOC-~4UT-PC-l + ERROR

In these four psycho-dynamic models the constructed social
series were only slightly different, and they proved to be highly
comparable. This was also true for the used economic series.

Tile Cognitive-Learning Model

Here only two series could be considered to be expressions of
the cognitive and learning approaches, Since both series were
fairly similar, but rather dissimilar from the psycho-dynamic and
economic series, they seemed to indicate an independent
explanation.

(5) T11e Cognttiue Model: The first PC was taken from the two
series that were considered indicators for educational
sophistication (COGN -ALTT). This series was used together
with the unemployment series (LTNPL-RT), as an indicator of
the economic-series. The economic variable was added to
make the model comparable to the psycho-dynamic models. A
cognitive model built from one, single cognitive variable
performed badly in terms of time series analysis and was
therefore not included:
.ALTF = LEt./£:L + EC-ALTF + COGN-ALr[' + ERROR

The Economic Model

Even though tile economic series did have relatively little in
C0111nlon they could be reduced to two variables. These were
used to compute the performance of this model.

(6) The Economic Model. Applying PC-analysis to the seven
economic series, the first two PC factors were used as the
independent variables (EC-AUTl, EC-AUT2). One of these
appeared to closely resemble the unemployment series:
~4UT = LE~P'L + Ee-AUTl + EC-ALrr2 + ERROR

TIle Spurious Model

To compare the performance of the previous theoretical models,
a spurious model was built from random time series of weather
statistics (see Figure 2).

(7) The Spurious Model. PC-analysis was performed including
20 series of random annual U.S. weather statistics. The first
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two components (SPUR-AUTl, SPUR-AUT2) were used
independent variables. They were needed to compare t~:
model to the previous theoretical models:
AUF = LEVEL + SP[lR-AUFl + SPUR-AlJT2 + ERROR

The Test: Time Series Analysis

The models were tested by time series analysis (Table 2) S'
th . I d d . I 1· . . IDceey Inc u e main y two exp aining factors (apart from the I I "
and error), the resulting statistics indicated the compara~:.·
pedir~ormanhce bOf the..t:"models as well. The highest Ale values ..
In care t e est perrormance of the models (actually the le
negative value, since all values of AlC are negative). ast"

Table 2. Models Explaining Authoritarianism Series 1954-1977
Code Model AlC Equation (1) (2)

Ad-I Adorno-I -24.0 AUf = L- + UNPL-Rr AD-AUT-7-Ad-2 Adorno-2 -24.3 AUf == L- + UNPL-Rr SOC-AUr-21-Ad-3 Adomo-3 -24.3 AUf = L- + UNPL-RT" SOC-AUT-2I-7-Ad~ Adorne-d -2S.9 AUf = L- + EC -AUT-PC2- SOC-AUT-PCl-

Cogn Cognitive -30.6 AUf =L + EC-AUT COGN-AUT

Bcon Economic -32.7 AUf == L- + Ee-AUT) EC-AUT2

Spur Spurious -32.9 AUf = L- + SPUR-AUT] SPUR-At..rr:!

L = Level; • = Contribution significant (5% chance level) Residual: Not shown (always 'whir
noi~'); AlC of spurious m~dels ranging from -30.2 to -32.9; in Adorno models: (1) econom:c

e

vanable (EC-AUT), (2) SOCial variable (SOC-AUT).

The Economic and Co~nitive Models

The purely economic model produced no better statistical
explanation than the spurious model. The cognitive model
performed only slightly better than the spurious model, and
much less than the Adorno models. Also, even more ""_
problematic, neither of the two main variables in the economic
and cognitive models appeared to be significant. Several
comparable models (not presented here) were tested but their
performance was not much better. The coefficients of the"
explanatory variables were hardly ever significant, nor were their
Ale coefficient much different from the spurious models.
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The Psycho-Dynamic Models

The best models appeared to be the four psycho-dynamic
models. They showed the highest Ale's. Most important was that
these AIC's were much higher than the Ale's of the spurious
models. The psycho-dynamic models explained also most of the
variance (R2 higher than .95). These models all were constructed
from (1) one strong and always significant social factor, the
common factor of the phenomena based on Adorno et al.
assumptions, and (2) one rather weak, but also still significant,
economic factor, mainly the unemployment rate (Figure 3). The
significance of the social factor in the various Adorno models
was strong, while the unemployment factor in most cases just
reached significance. The unemployment factor, however, did
improve the models enough to justify its inclusion.

Performance Models

It was concluded from this test that the models build from the
assumptions of Adorno et al. apparently more adequately
explained the fluctuations in time of authoritarianism. These
models performed better than models build on the other
mainstream explanations of authoritarianism: the purely
economic and cognitive approaches. Whereas the psycho
dynamic models performed better than the spurious model, the
purely economic and the cognitive models did not. Their
performance was not better than that of the spurious one.

These results seem to give some advantage to the psycho
dynamic approach over the cognitive and purely economic ones.
However, the psycho-dynamic models included a rather weak
economic contribution to the explanation of authoritarianism.
But a purely economic explanation .of authoritarianism in
society seems rather unlikely from this analysis. Since the
economic indicators do not all run parallel in time, it is also very
unclear which of the economic phenomena should be involved.
The relation with economic stability may also be more indirect,
or restricted to situations of much more social disorder, than
was the case in the 1950s through 1970s in the USA (a rather
stable period, compared to the 1930s, for example).
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Discussion

CAUS-AlTT
& BEH-AUT
o yr = +.965

+1 yr = +.985
+2 yr = +.993·
+3 yr = +.989

ALIT
& BEH-AlIT
-1 yr = +.900
o yr = +.928

+1 yr = +.948·
+2 yr = +.938

CAllS-AUT
& ALIT

-1 yr = +.934
o yr = +.951

+1 yr = +.961·
+2 yr = +.941

also will be followed by a decrease in authoritarian attitudes and
numbers of authoritarian behaviors. At least, some social
influences (race segregation, Vietnam War) may have had
individual effects on attitudes and behaviors in the 1960s, quite
contrary to what is believed in social and experimental
psychology, But then such large scale pheno~ena can hardly be
re-created in psychological campus Iaboratoria.

Table 3. Cross-Correlations Authoritarianism Series 1954-1977

Fluctuations ofAuthoritarianism in Societz

CAUS-AUf = Causal authoritarianism series; AUf Student authoritarianism
series; BEH-AUf Behavioral authoritarianism series; highest correlation
indicates time lag.

Path Anal}Tsis

TIle second method that was used for the causal chain
hypothesis was Costner's path analysis. TI1e association of
authoritarianism with authoritarian behavior was computed
using some of the most salient indicators of the above pre~en.ted

analysis. Social authoritarianism and student authoritarianism
were used as indicators on tile causal side. Church attendance
and the percentage women victims in homicide, as indicators of
resulting behavioral tendencies (See Figure 4 and 5).

The relationship appeared to be particularly strong, from .883.up
to .986. Thus operationalized and tested, there seems to a relatl?n
between authoritarianism and effects on behavior, that social
psychology has never been able to find. However, it should be
noted again that in time series like these, the value~ of the
correlations between the series can not be compared With those
computed from cross-sectional survey variables.

This was partly an explorative and partly a hypothesis testing
analysis. Therefore, the developed models need further
validation. The present time series analysis suggests that
fluctuations of authoritarianism in society can be explained
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:or the cross-eo?,elational analysis the social series were divided
10 ~l) ~ausal senes and (2) behavioral series (see Table 1). Causal
series IOcluded the la~ge scale, s~cial phen?mer;ta, like military
~tre.ngt~ ~nd. ~ducatlon. Behavioral senes IOcluded those'
l~dlcatlOg indivtdual behavio~ or involving individual decisions,
h~e church attendance, desertion rate and percentage of women
victims in homicides.
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Models of Societal Effects

Additionally, an analysis was performed to test the .
ff f . SOCIetale ects 0 major elements of the various models. The foIl .

h thesi . 1 OWIngypo .esI~ ~n S?CIeta. caus~lity was tested: fluauations of
authontanaOlsm ill SOCIety WIll cause fluctuations in P
a tl . '. h . '1 ersonalu 10ntanaOlsm, t at agam WI I lead to fluctuations in rel d
authoritarian behavior. This was operationalized as Ii II ate
fluctuations ~n series indi~atin~ social. and instit~ti~::i
phenomena w~ll ~au~e flua~auons 10 authoritanan attitudes, the
~tude~t authOntanaOlsm senes, that again will cause fluctuat'
In S ' d' . . divid J b Ions~nes 10 icanng I-? IVI ua ehavior. The hypothesis was
consId~re? s~pponed If the three consecutive elements 0) social
autho~tanaOlsm, (2) authoritarian attitudes and (3) authoritarian'
~h~~tors ~ould m~ke a causal chain in this order, each with a
SlgOlftcant time lag 10 between. This hypothesis was tested in t
ways: by Cross-Correlation Analysis and by Path Analysis. WO

Cross-Corr~Iation Analysis

The causal and behavioral series were both reduced to one
factor by extraaing once again the first principal component '."',:
(CAUS.-AUT, BEH-AUT respeaively). Then cross-correlational·'''<''~
analysts was performed, including the student-authOritarianism ·.\;r
(AUT) series.

Remarkably, the result of this analysis indeed indicated a time:il.-,.:-~
lag between causal authoritarianism and student,11~;:2::i:
authoritarianism, as well as one between student ··i~~::.\:i~;
authoritarianism and behavioral authoritarianism (Table 3). Thist!~!~
suggested support for the hypothesis of a causal chain. Large:',,!;\~ff('{'
scale social authoritarianism with a time lag appeared to be.;':j~t;.::i)i
followed by student-authoritarianism, which in turn appeared to.:i;¥1~'\s'i
be followed by the behavioral authoritarianism series. This.Y:i~'l{~;'·;i~
suggested that if there is a rise in authoritarianism on a social·';;::~~~~~~:,·.··.~,
level, this will be followed by a rise in authoritarianism' of!.F~;:':,')~
individual attitudes, and finaIIy in a rise in the number of.·"iiL·~t~i
authoritarian behaviors. A decrease of social aurhontarianism. :;·.tr~1fI;~·~
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mainly by a s~ial authoritarianism factor and an economic _, .. _,'.:
factor. The social factor represents the common trendin:"'r,,:','";-,K
authoritarianism-related social phenomena, like militarism .:,·c:, £~

social punitiveness, and religious orthodoxy. The economi~ ;',,'
factor represents mainly unemployment. The social factor
appeared to be much stronger than the economic one in
explaining authoritarianism.

The most likely explanation of the social authoritarianism factor"
- that was high in the 1950s and decreased throughout the 19608
and early 1970s - may have been the existing foreign threat, as'
perceived by the American population during the Cold
However, it may also suggest that political maneuvering during.
the McCarthy era of the 1950s may have increased the perceptlon.
of this threat, that subsequently faded during the 1960s and
even followed by a minor 'detente' with the then existing USSR
in the early 1970s. Whatever the nature of such explanations, that
may deserve further attention, the present results only suggest 
social fluctuation, that is strongly related to the empirical
authoritarianism series, that was the start of this analysis.

A causal chain from large scale social authoritarianism related
phenomena, through (student) authoritarianism to authoritarian
behavior also appeared in this analysis. It suggests that at least
some large scale phenomena may have an impact on individuals
and their behavior as far as authoritarianism is
Although this may seem somewhat obvious, empirical
has hardly become available, so far.

In this analysis tile second Adorno model was theoretically and
empirically the most adequate and complete model, and this
model has therefore been used in other analyzes. However, this
model was also considered to be preliminary. Not all indicators
of social phenomena, related to authoritarianism, were available,
or (maybe) can be available. Furthermore, one may wonder how,
many indicators are needed to represent adequately a
phenomenon: One or many? And if many: How many?
present model at least indicates that some social phenomena
seem to share concomitant variation with authoritarianism. ···>_'·.~6~.;-M!Y;-~:'~~-

It is quite remarkable that assumptions derived from the .£.~'-l._&&"'_

et aI. theory were more successful in this analysis, than the rival
theories of purely economic or cognitive interpretations, that
have been suggested before as explanations of authoritarianism.
In this analysis neither the purely economic, nor the cognitive - ··,::::::rY~,;,:;~:.·

models appeared to perform better than spurious models of
/. 126
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weather statistics. Apparently, the assumptiOns derived from

d 0 et al seem to have some surplus value over the
A orn · · . .
alternatives. Whatever the present status of their investigation 10

the late 1940s, some elements of their theory may have been

quite adequate.
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Figure 3. Adorno-2 Model
Time Series Authoritarianism

USA 1954-1977

Model Equation Adorno Model-2:
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Residual(t) =0.28 Residual(t-1) + White Noise

Authoritarianism =student authoritarianism series (dependent variable)
Model Auth =computed authoritarianism-model providing the best explanation

Unemployment = Unemployment series (first independent variable)
Adorno-2 =Adorno et.al. authoritarianism series (second independent variable)

N =24 years
t-values (in brackets) over 2.080 are significant (5% chance level)

[?: Adorno-2

-B- Residual

1964

standard Ized and smoothed
• Meloen 1983/1998

uthoritarianism=-13.32 + 0.26 Unemployment + 1.01 Adomo-2 + Residual
(-2.48*) (4.04*) (14.58*)

1970

1970

1985

1985

-e- Authoritarianism

1980

1980
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Time Series Authoritarianism

USA 1954-1977

Figure 1. Time Series Authoritarianism
138 Student Samples

USA 1954-1977
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1954
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This article is the revised version of a lecture given in October
1996 at the 28th Congress of the German Society for Sociology in
Dresden. See also the German text in Stefan Hrad'l (ed.),
verhandlungen des 28. Kongresses der Deutschen Gesellschaft
fur Soziologie in Dresden (1997).

1. Introduction

In recent years, the most striking and politically spectacular
aggressive acts against minorities cornmitted in Germany have
been directed against ethnic rninonties and political
asylum-seekers, In this article. I will attempt a
social-psychological analysis of this particular kind of aggression
by combining insights from attachment research with
authoritarianism research.

Aggression against minorities can be analyzed on a number of
different levels:

-- the level of society: this level involves aggression that is firmly
embedded in the political culture. Such aggression can also find
official sanction in laws, administrative regulations, and
directives for how state employees are to act. The most obvious
and extreme example of this in Germany is the array of
discriminatory regulations and legislation used to confine,
ostracize, and destroy the Jewish population during the National
Socialist period.

ITranslation: Carol Scherer


